8TH NOV-9TH NOV

FAM TRIP BY
FEDELE MADRID

MADRID, YOUR CLASSROOM
JOIN US!
LET'S GO TO 'MADRILEÑEAR'

*CONDITIONS UPDATE ON PAGE 5
DAY 1: 8TH NOV 2023, WEDNESDAY

07.00. Flight Berlin-Madrid. (Flight IB03673. Once registered in the Fam Trip with all your data, we will proceed to send the flight ticket).

10.15. Arrival to Madrid and Shuttle bus to the Hotel NH Madrid Ribera de Manzanares

"YOU WILL DISCOVER THE MOST AUTHENTIC MADRID"
DAY 1: 8TH NOV 2023, WEDNESDAY

12.00. Hotel pick up to visit FEDELE MADRID SCHOOLS
14.00/16.00. Welcome Lunch at spanish restaurant where discover the best of Madrid gastronomy
16.00/17.00. Visit FEDELE MADRID SCHOOLS
17.00-18.00 Guided tour Madrid Paisaje de la luz: Puerta de Alcalá, Museos, Cibeles.
18.00/19.30 Transfer to the hotel and rest
19.30. Pick up to institutional coctel-dinner
20.00/21.30. Coctel dinner in a charming place
21.30. Transfer to hotel.

"LET'S GO MADRILEÑEAR"
DAY 2: 9 NOV 2023, THURSDAY

10.15. Hotel pick up

10.30. Cultural activity. For example:
- Visit the Palacio Real
- Walking tour by Madrid of the Austrias

13.30 - 15.30 Lunch at cool place

Farewell

*Transfer to the airport is not covered

THERE IS A MAGICAL MADRID FOR EACH OF US
TRIP CONTENT

- Flight Berlin - Madrid
- One hotel night in Madrid (8th nov)
- Lunches, dinner and visits

*CONDITIONS UPDATE:
The fam trip is free but it is necessary to make a deposit of 150 euros as a guarantee of full attendance on the fam trip. The deposit will be refunded after the Fam Trip. The account to make the deposit is:
- Asoc. de Escuelas de Español de Madrid
- ES78 0081 0573 8700 0137 8143
- SWIFT/BIC BSABESBBXXX
- Concept: Fam Trip Madrid deposit after Icef Berlin.

CONTACT INFORMATION
Alicia Parro : secretaria@fedelemadrid.com

TAKE A LOOK!

MADRID IS CHULO